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Abstract: In the past 40 years, with the changes to dietary structure and the dramatic increase
in the consumption of meat products in developing countries, especially in China, encouraging
populations to maintain their previous healthy eating patterns will have health, environmental,
and economic co-benefits. Healthy diet education plays an important role in the promotion of
people’s healthy behavior. However, in the modern age, the data regarding healthy diets available
on the internet is increasing rapidly and is distributed on multiple sources. It is time-consuming for
users to learn about healthy diets on the internet: they need to search data on multiple platforms,
choose and integrate information, and then understand what they have learned. To help people
retrieve and learn healthy diet knowledge more efficiently and comprehensively, this paper designs
a knowledge graph to integrate healthy diet information on the internet and provides a semantic
retrieval system. In the knowledge graph, five main concepts are defined, including food material,
dish, nutritional element, symptom, and crowd, as well as the relationships among them. In addition,
Chinese dietary culture elements and traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) theory are also contained
in the knowledge graph. The preliminary results show that by using the system, users learn healthy
diet knowledge more quickly and comprehensively and they are more inclined to have balanced
diets. This work could be regarded as a retrieval and education tool, which can assist healthcare and
national sustainable development.

Keywords: healthcare sustainability; healthcare education; healthy diet; knowledge graph; traditional
Chinese medicine

1. Introduction

The third sustainable development goal of the United Nations is: “Ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all at all ages” [1]. Healthy food can help people reduce mortality and the risk
of contracting illness [2]. For example, fresh fruits and vegetables can guard against chronic diseases,
including cardiovascular disease [3], metabolic diseases like obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus [4],
and some kinds of cancer [5,6]. National dietary habits that are high in salt and fat not only cause
individual chronic diseases like cancer and cardiovascular disease, but also increases the direct cost of
healthcare and indirect costs to the whole society [7], which is a challenge for healthcare and national
sustainability. Meanwhile, excessive meat product consumption also puts pressure on environmental
sustainability. Comparisons between vegetarian and meat-based diets have illustrated vast differences
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in their environmental impact, with a meat-based diet using almost three times more water, thirteen
times more fertilizer, and 1.4 times more pesticides than a meat-free diet [8]. Animal-based foods also
generate more green-house gas emissions than do plant-based foods [8].

In China, with the increases in income (achieving an 8.5% average annual growth in per capita
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) between 1978 and 2012 [9]), the composition of Chinese diets has
dramatically changed: China’s per capita protein intake nearly doubled from 54 g in 1980 to 94 g in
2009, and its fat intake nearly tripled from 34 g in 1980 to 96 g in 2009 [10]. A large majority of these
increases came from a rise in the consumption of animal products [10]. In addition, China’s overall per
capita calorie consumption levels are well above the global average [10]. Because of the changes in
diet and lifestyle, disease in China has shifted from infectious diseases and malnutrition to diseases
related to hypertension, coronary heart disease, stroke, and a subset of cancers [11].

A country’s sustainable development is closely related to national health [12]. Research shows
that the growth of the national economy can be achieved by reducing morbidity and mortality,
with a resulting increase in the labor force [13]. However, one study forecasted that in China,
the economic costs of physical activity, obesity, and diet-related noncommunicable disease will
dominate by 2025, and diet is a major factor underlying these costs [11]. The economic analysis
shows that overweight and obesity caused the cost figures to rise dramatically, including direct
healthcare costs such as costs of hospitalization, outpatient visits, drugs, etc., and the indirect society
costs, the significant factor of which was sick leave [7]. The growth in the costs attributable to
overweight and obesity in China will rise from about US $49 billion in 2000 to about US $112 billion in
2025 [7]. In addition, in developing countries, consumers’ sensitivity to the cost of healthcare also needs
attention. Vuong et al. [14] evaluated the sensitivity of Vietnamese healthcare consumers regarding
payment for periodic general health exams. The results showed that healthcare consumers are highly
sensitive to the cost—when demographic and socioeconomic-cognitive variables were controlled,
the majority of respondents became very reluctant to pay for a health service equal to or above US
$90. In this paper, the investigation of 1059 people (in Section 3.1) found that most Chinese people
wanted to get healthy dietary suggestions from experts, but 72.14% of them were unable to achieve
this because of economic constraints, which prevented them from acquiring healthy diet knowledge
and related healthcare services.

In addition the problems in economics and society caused by changes in the national dietary
structure, environmental sustainability has also become a concern in China. China’s dietary shift from
plant-based to animal-based foods, induced by its income growth, is likely to impose considerable
pressure on environmental and agricultural resources [10]. Concerns about China’s food self-sufficiency
have arisen among Chinese policy-makers, especially since China is relatively poorly endowed with
agricultural land and water supplies per person [10].

In the healthcare domain, ways of encouraging populations to maintain their traditional healthy
eating patterns need to be found in the developing countries who are experiencing national dietary
structure change, especially China, which will have co-benefits for healthcare, environmental,
and economic sustainability [2]. There is a positive correlation between an increase in education and a
balanced diet [2]. Two studies showed that communal healthy lifestyle and healthy diet education is
effective for national health promotion in preventing stroke [15,16]. Meanwhile, information sharing is
also key to effective interaction and co-creation between doctors and patients [17]. Fortunately, in the
modern age, the rapid development of the internet has created a global knowledge searching, learning,
and sharing platform. So, how to realize healthy diet education and knowledge popularization through
the internet is an interesting question in healthcare. However, the healthy diet information available
on the internet is growing rapidly and is distributed on multiple sources, which puts pressure on
information searchers. It is time-consuming for users to learn about healthy diet through internet data:
they need to search data on multiple platforms, choose and integrate information, and then understand
what they have learned. The purpose of this paper is to provide people with healthy diet knowledge of
Chinese diet culture, traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), Western medicine, and nutrition through the
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internet, based on new a technology called the knowledge graph. This paper contributes to rebuilding
people’s healthy dietary structure and promoting healthcare and national sustainability development
through knowledge popularization.

The Shanghai declaration on promoting health in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
was put forwarded to promote health through action on all the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) [18]. The declaration prioritizes good governance, local action through cities and communities,
and people’s empowerment by promoting health literacy. It also places a high priority on innovation
and development to support people’s enjoyment of a healthy life and gives precedence to the health
of the most vulnerable. To achieve these goals, some political choices for health were put forward,
including “increase citizens’ control of their own health and its determinants, through harnessing the
potential of digital technology” and “consider the growing importance and value of traditional
medicine, which could contribute to improved health outcomes, including those in the SDGs”.
Guided by the Shanghai declaration, this work added TCM culture in the knowledge graph to increase
people’s dietary knowledge. The traditional dietary culture in China mainly comes from the concept
of health preservation in TCM, which has a long history that can be traced back to 3500 BC, the time
of the Shang Dynasty [19]. Diet therapy is a method of treating and preventing diseases through
eating effective food, which is an important part of TCM health preservation. In the modern age,
the combination of TCM and modern medical therapy offers great possibilities for the development of
new methods of disease treatment [20,21].

The theory of yin and yang in TCM should be introduced. From the perspective of TCM, yin and
yang are opposites, representing cold and hot, respectively. All personal physiques, diseases, foods,
and medicines can be divided into two categories: cold and hot [22]. Although personal physique
does not cause disease, it can make people relatively susceptible to certain diseases. So, food therapy
in TCM advocates that food attributes should be used to fight against disease [22]. In recent years,
two studies have speculated that the cold and hot of TCM are related to the concept of oxidation
and antioxidation in modern Western medicine [23,24]. Therefore, from that point of view, the role
of TCM can be seen as maintaining and rebuilding the balance between cold (yin) and hot (yang) in
the human body. Ordinarily, doctors determine whether a person’s body is cold or hot by looking,
listening, asking questions, and palpating. Observing the tongue is another important way to make
a diagnosis [22,25,26]. Health-preserving recipes are also included in TCM. For example, ginger tea
can help to relieve the symptoms of a cold, which comes from TCM and was recorded in the General
Records of Holy Universal Relief (Song Dynasty) [19].

This paper establishes a knowledge management model that can semi-automatically extract
data from multiple sources in a network and integrate them into knowledge graph so that unified
management and query can be provided based on the knowledge. The knowledge graph in this paper
contains five main concepts: food material, dish, symptom, crowd, and nutritional element, which are
connected to each other through relationships. In addition, there is some knowledge of TCM in this
knowledge graph, including the health-preserving recipes and the cold and hot attributes of food.
Finally, based on the knowledge graph, a semantic retrieval application is implemented, which is aimed
at helping users who do not have a background in related fields to efficiently and comprehensively
retrieve and analyze healthy diet knowledge. Meanwhile, the system can automatically classify
users’ physique types based on their tongue phase classification [12] and provide personalized food
recommendations. In the evaluation, 90 experimenters used the prototype system for 30 days, and their
feedback on a questionnaire was analyzed. The preliminary results showed that they could retrieve
and learn healthy eating knowledge more quickly and comprehensively, and reduce their consumption
of junk food, proving that this work had a positive effect on users’ searching and learning.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: First of all, the knowledge management model
designed in this work can integrate scattered data and provide uniform storage, management,
and query services based on the structured data in the knowledge graph, which can reduce the
time cost for users in retrieving and learning comprehensive knowledge. Second, this work explores
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the relationships between multiple concepts. The relationship networks can provide users with health
knowledge from more dimensions. Finally, knowledge of Chinese diet culture and TCM are added
to the knowledge graph to provide diet guidance based on TCM theory. By providing people with
access to integrated and structured healthy diet knowledge based on new technology, this research
contributes to national healthy eating knowledge education and promotion. Against the background
of the dramatic change of national dietary structure, the significance of this work is in reminding
people of their traditional diet and reducing diets high in salt and fat, transforming them from passive
treatment to active disease prevention. It provides the benefit of reducing the negative influence
of unhealthy diet on healthcare, the economy, and the environment, and promotes healthcare and
national sustainable development.

2. State of the Art

In recent years, many researches have focused on health knowledge popularization and behavior
promotion through the internet and emerging technologies. One work developed a mobile app
named DietApp, which can provide advice about obtaining a healthy diet according to age, clinical
history, and physical condition [27]. It has been developed for iOS and Android systems, and a
survey comprising seven simple questions enabled the app to be evaluated on a user level by
considering aspects such as its usefulness and ease of use. One work presented SousChef, a mobile
meal recommender system to assist older adults by providing a nutrition companion to guide them in
making wise decisions regarding food management and healthy eating habits [28]. The personalized
nutritional plans provided by the system according to the information provided by the user, namely,
their personal preferences, activity level, and anthropometric measurements. Another system
called DIETOS was projected to provide users with a health profile and individual nutritional
recommendations [29]. Health profiling was based on user answers to dynamic real-time medical
questionnaires. Furthermore, DIETOS contains catalogs of typical foods from Calabria, a Southern
Italian region. The healthy diet systems can also include gamification, social networks, and expert or
teacher intervention mechanisms in their design to keep users on healthy diet. One work was a mobile
platform system called HAPPY ME, which involves parents and teachers in monitoring and providing
an encouraging environment for participating children [30]. The platform serves as a data reservoir
for teachers, enabling them to track students’ eating behaviors, screen time, and anthropometric
parameters. Another work provided specific tailored activities designed by experts to meet users’
abilities [31]. The plan can be modified and reassigned again. The system provides timely notification
to trigger the user. The user can decide the amount of activity to follow, or skip the plan. The application
provides a social feature where users can add/interact with friends in the activity.

These studies focused on healthy diet recommendation function and intervention design for
healthy behavior promotion, not the data schema design or health knowledge management and
representation. People still lack comprehensive knowledge about healthy diet, especially the
relationships between food and other concepts. For example, users do not know what kind of
food they should choose or avoid when there is some discomfort in their body. They are also not clear
on what kinds of food suits their physique, occupation, and living conditions. Meanwhile, information
and knowledge from multiple sources should be integrated to solve users’ questions, such as: Is celery
beneficial for hypertensive patients? What fruits are good for pregnant women? What kind of food is
suitable for summer and can relieve summer heat? This type of knowledge involves more than two
fields, such as nutrition, healthcare, traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), and so on, as well as many
aspects such as food types, user groups, season, location, and so on, which are always distributed on
multiple data sources. In the big data age, in order to find all answers to one question, users often need
to change search terms and search on different platforms, which costs a lot of energy and time.

There are some knowledge bases and ontologies in medical and food fields that can provide users
with complex knowledge, such as the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [32], clinical ontology
systems such as Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [33], and drug
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databases such as DrugBank [34]. However, these knowledge bases are professional medical
terminology databases, their main objective being to provide medical workers with knowledge and
promote the standardization and interoperability of biomedical information systems and services [35].
So, it is hard for non-professional people to use them for learning. There are also user-oriented
knowledge graphs, which are used to recommend and retrieve recipes for users. One work presented
an architecture built upon semantic technologies for supporting the monitoring of people’s behaviors
and for persuading them to follow healthy lifestyles [36]. The work modeled all relevant information
and realized reasoning activities by combining user-generated data and domain knowledge based on
ontology. Another work integrated multiple ontologies of food, health, culture, religion, nutrition,
and other fields to build a data base and achieve personalized food retrieval [37]. Finally, Reference [38]
designed an ontology-driven mobile safe food consumption system (FoodWiki). The system is designed
to suggest the selected food’s appropriateness to food consumers according to their health conditions
or intolerance. Its knowledge base contains 4 main classes, 58 sub-classes, 15 object type properties,
17 sub-object type properties, 12 data type properties, 1530 individuals with annotation type properties,
and 210 semantic rules. Its root class “Thing” contains four main classes: “Diseases”, “Person”,
“Ingredients”, and “Product”.

The differences and advantages between this paper and the previous works are explained here.
Firstly, this work is not based on ontology fusion or data base integration, but places emphasis on
extracting and integrating knowledge from all kinds of internet data sources, which includes structured
data, semi-structured data, and unstructured data. In this work, half of the entities and relationships
in the knowledge graph were extracted from natural language sentences. In addition, most knowledge
bases are based on English or other non-Chinese language and diet culture. This work added Chinese
diet culture and TCM theory to the knowledge graph, which aims at reminding and educating Chinese
people with these traditional balanced dietary habits, and can be seen as an assistance tool to control
the dramatic rise of high-fat diet consumption in the population.

3. Materials and Methods

This section mainly introduces the main methods used in building the knowledge graph and
retrieval application. First, the data schema (the structure of the knowledge graph) is introduced.
Then, the process of constructing the knowledge graph from network data as well as the mechanism of
semantic retrieval and food recommendation application are introduced.

3.1. Background of Healthy Diet Awareness, Knowledge, and Behavior of Chinese People

At the beginning of the study, this work conducted a questionnaire survey on the internet in order
to acquire the dietary health status of the Chinese population, which informed the knowledge map
construction. Twenty questions were designed, including those addressing dietary health awareness,
knowledge, and behaviors of Chinese people, as well as their awareness and treatment history
and the influence of TCM. In total, 1059 responses were acquired, and the respondents covered
31 provincial-level administrative regions of China and ranged from 15 to 65 years old.

Some conclusions were made based on the analysis of results:

1. Chinese people have a decent awareness of dietary health. The results of the questionnaire
showed that 47.4% of the respondents considered health issues almost every time they ate food,
and 50.14% of them sometimes considered health issues; 92.45% actively learned about dietary
health knowledge; 79.41% desired to get healthy dietary suggestions from experts; but 72.14%
were unable to achieve this because of economic constraints.

2. TCM has a deep influence on Chinese people: 81.02% of the respondents trusted in the theories
of TCM; 76.2% received TCM treatments; and 73.28% said that the treatments improved their
health. Particularly, 72.8% said that TCM and Chinese culture affected their diet.
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3. Although Chinese people have a decent awareness of dietary health, most of them only have
a one-sided understanding of dietary health knowledge: 79.13% of respondents only knew
simple common sense of dietary health; only 39.06% could guarantee the balance of nutrition;
and 34.33% knew how to do diet modification against changes of weather, circumstances,
and uncomfortable symptoms.

This work also focused on the obstacles for people to obtain the knowledge needed for a healthy
diet and the reasons why people cannot stick to a healthy diet. As shown in Figure 1, the three biggest
obstacles that people encountered in the process of acquiring relevant knowledge are: busy with work,
do not want to spend time and energy to learn (59.11%); do not know how and where to acquire
knowledge (51.56%); and cannot persist with healthy diet, so do not want to learn the knowledge
(42.87%). There were three main reasons why people cannot stick to a healthy diet: the attraction of
junk food (60.62%), the stress of working in modern society (59.77%), and a lack of knowledge about
how to choose food (47.21%).

The results of the questionnaire survey provided guidance for the knowledge graph design. In the
first place, people lack knowledge of diet and health (e.g., they do not know how to balance nutritional
elements or how to adjust their diet when they are unwell). So, a food–symptom knowledge graph
model that includes multiple concepts of food, symptoms, crowd group, and nutritional elements
should be designed to provide users with multi-concept semantic queries. Because TCM has a unique
influence on the Chinese healthy diet, the knowledge graph should contain knowledge from TCM
and Chinese culture. Besides, in the modern age, many people have no time to pay attention to a
healthy diet. Meanwhile, retrieving and choosing among the massive amount of information on the
internet wastes their valuable time. The knowledge graph designed in this paper integrates data from
different data sources and provides users with unified management and retrieval, which maximizes
the efficiency of searching for knowledge.
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3.2. Data Schema Design

A knowledge graph is a structured knowledge base composed of triples of “entity–relationship–
entity”, which can describe entities and relationships in the real world [39]. Every entity is an instance
of one concept (e.g., “headache” can be seen as an entity of the concept “symptom”). In this study,
some important concepts and relationships were defined. There were five important concepts in
this work with a close connection to the topic of food and health: food material, dish, nutritional
element, symptom, and crowd. “Food material” can be seen as the raw materials for making dishes,
such as chicken, carrot, and cucumber, while “dish” refers to combined food materials, such as Kung
Pao chicken, beef soup, and fried tomato and egg. “Nutritional element” contains carbohydrate,
calcium, and so on. “Symptom” refers to common discomforts, such as dizziness, stomach pain, etc.
The symptoms in this paper also include some common diseases, such as hypertension. “Crowd”
represents a group of people who are susceptible to the same diseases and symptoms, which can
be classified according to state, age, and the physical fitness of TCM, such as pregnant, elderly,
yang deficiency, and so on. Besides these concepts, many relationships were also defined to link them.
The data schema of the knowledge graph can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 shows that the concept was designed as a hierarchical structure and between two
levels. Concepts were linked by a kind of inheritance relationship—“is_a”, the advantage of which
is that the descendant concept can inherit all the relationships and attributes of the parent concept,
facilitating data maintenance and reasoning. In order to provide users with more specific and abundant
knowledge, the concepts of “food material” and “dish” were continued to classify to the sub-concepts.
For the food material, this paper used the food classification system in China Food Composition [40],
which is one of the most authoritative food composition statistics book in China. The classification of
dishes includes staple foods, dishes, drinks, and snacks according to Chinese people’s eating habits.

In this work, every concept had many attributes defined, for example, the “food material” concept
had attributes such as food name, alias, profile, taste, efficacy, and so on. “Dish” had name, production
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method, and so on. Some of the attributes were TCM knowledge. Besides, the knowledge graph can be
expanded, which means more concepts, relationships, and attributes can be added and maintained in
the future. For example, the concepts of “geographical location” and “weather” can also be associated
with “symptom” and “food material”.

The structure of data schema in this work is based on an ontology model. An ontology is
an explicit representation of a conceptualization of a domain. This work implements ontology in
the Web Ontology Language (OWL), which is a formal language based on description logics and
offers a formal, model-theoretic semantics [41]. For the design of data schema, this paper referred to
Reference [38], who designed an ontology-driven mobile safe food consumption system and its the
root class “Thing” contains four main classes: “Diseases”, “Person”, “Ingredients”, and “Product”.
According to the Chinese dietary habits, TCM, and China Food Composition [40], this paper designed
concepts, relationships, and attributes to suit own demand based on the semantics of OWL. An ontology
development platform called Protégé was used to build the ontology in this work [42].

3.3. Knowledge Graph Construction

The previous section introduced the data schema defined in this paper. This section will briefly
describe the process of knowledge graph construction according to the defined data schema, that is,
how to extract entities, relationships, and attribute values from network data source and map them to
the data schema, and how to merge data that represent the same entity before importing them into
the database.

Figure 3 shows the process of building the knowledge graph in a continuously expanded and
updated way. First, in the data acquisition step, the text data were obtained from the network data
sources. This work acquired data from four resources: China Food Composition [40] and three
Chinese health websites, which contain a great deal of information about traditional Chinese food
and related symptoms and diseases. Then, Chinese natural language processing (NLP) technology
and the conditional random field (CRF) algorithm were used to extract character strings of entities
from the obtained text data. Machine learning text classification techniques were then used to
classify the extracted entities into the corresponding concepts of the defined data schema. This work
also used machine learning algorithms to extract and classify relationships between two entities.
Four algorithms were used to compare with the precision and recall scores of classification, including
support vector machine (SVM), naive Bayes (NB), long short-term memory (LSTM), and K nearest
neighbor (KNN). Finally, data fusion was done before these new entities and relationships were added
to the knowledge base.
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In the data fusion step, because the entities were extracted from four different data sources,
the same entities should be merged before mapping to the concepts. Even if their strings are the same,
they may be different entities. For example, “apple” may represent a kind of food that needs to be
extracted, or may represent Apple Inc. Similarly, entities with different strings may be the same—for
example, many foods have aliases. All the entities in the knowledge graph maintain the name, alias,
and links to other similar entities, so that users can perform semantic retrieval based on them. In this
paper, text similarity calculation was automatically implemented by the machine learning algorithm
to achieve fusion of the same entities, and some manual screening and proofreading were also done
to ensure quality. Finally, new entities and relationships after data fusion could be added to the
knowledge graph.

Table 1 shows some examples of concept and relationship extraction. The first column represents
descriptions of food topics in data sources, and the second column shows the entities extracted
from text data and mapped to the corresponding concept in the data schema. For example, the two
entities “honey” and “constipation” were extracted from the text data “Honey has a regulating
effect on gastrointestinal function, which makes gastric acid secretion normal, enhances intestinal
peristalsis, and prevents constipation,” and then they were linked to the concepts in the data schema:
“honey” was linked to the “honeys” concept (subconcept of “food material”) and “constipation” was
linked to the “symptom” concept. The third column shows the relationships extracted between two
entities and the triple formed by two entities and their relationship. The triple in this instance is
“honey–good_for–constipation”. A triple can represent a relationship between a pair of concepts,
and the knowledge graph can be seen as a network of triples.

Table 1. Examples of concepts and relations extraction in knowledge graph construction.

Web Resources Concepts Extraction Relations Extracted

“Honey has a regulating effect on
gastrointestinal function,

which makes gastric acid secretion
normal, enhances intestinal peristalsis,

and prevents constipation”.

(honey ->
honey/sugars_preserves_and_honeys/

food_material/food)
(constipation -> symptom)

(honey–good_for–constipation)

“Celery is the first choice for adjuvant
treatment of hypertension and its

complications. It also has an adjuvant
treatment for patients with vascular

sclerosis and neurasthenia”.

(celery ->
stem_leafy_and_flowering_vegetables/
vegetables_and_vegetable_products/

food_material/food)
(hypertension -> symptom)

(vascular_sclerosis -> symptom)
(neurasthenia -> symptom)

(celery–good_for–hypertension)
(celery–good_for–vascular_sclerosis)

(celery–good_for–neurasthenia)

“Pork liver contains a lot of vitamin A
and protein, which can nourish the
liver. It has good curative effect on

vision loss and night blindness.
However, pig liver cholesterol is high,

and people with hypertension and
obesity should eat less”.

(pork_liver -> meat_and_meat_products/
food_material/food)

(vitamin_A -> nutritional_element)
(protein -> nutrient_element)

(cholesterol -> nutrient_element)
(vision_loss -> symptom)

(night_blindness -> symptom)
(hypertension -> symptom)

(obesity -> crowd)

(pork_liver–contain–vitamin_A)
(pork_liver–contain–protein)

(pork_liver–contain–cholesterol)
(pork_liver–good_for–vision_loss)

(pork_liver–good_for–night_blindness)
(pork_liver–bad_for–hypertension)

(pork_liver–bad_for–obesity)

The detailed introduction of bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) for relationship classification in this
work can be seen in Figure 4. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and LSTM are widely used in
natural language processing (NLP) problems, because it is suitable for time series data, while each
sentence in natural language can be seen as a sequence that is comprised of a combination of characters.
For example, the entities “celery” and “hypertension” were extracted from “Celery is the first choice for
adjuvant treatment of hypertension and its complications”. Now, the relationships (celery is good for
hypertension or bad for hypertension) between them can be classified based on BiLSTM. In Figure 4,
C1–Cn (Chinese character), h0, S (sentence), and R (output) are vectors. The input of the classifier
is the random initialization vectors of C1–Cn and h0 and the output is O (a two-dimensional vector;
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O0 is the probability of the relationship of “good at” and O1 is the probability of “bad at”). The neural
network can find the best parameter (w) combination through the training process, and then classifies.
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Although RNNs are capable of capturing long-distance dependencies, they fail in practice due to
the vanishing gradient problem [43]. LSTMs [44] are a variant of RNNs designed to cope with these
vanishing gradient problems. Basically, an LSTM unit is composed of three multiplicative gates that
control the proportions of information to forget and to pass on to the next time step. Figure 5 gives the
basic structure of an LSTM unit. An LSTM memory cell is implemented as follows. In the formula,
σ is the logistic sigmoid function, and i, f , o, and c are the input gate, forget gate, output gate, and cell
vectors. The weight matrix subscripts have the meaning as the name suggests. For example, Whi is the
hidden-input gate matrix, Wxo is the input–output gate matrix, etc.:

it = σ(Wxixt + Whiht−1 + Wcict−1 + bi), (1)

ft = σ
(

Wx f xt + Wh f ht−1 + Wc f ct−1 + b f

)
, (2)

ct = ftct−1 + it tan h(Wxcxt + Whcht−1 + bc), (3)

ot = σ(Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + Wcoct + bo, (4)

ht = ot tan h(ct). (5)
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3.4. Retrieval Based on Knowledge Graph

This section will introduce the application based on the knowledge graph, which was designed to
facilitate the retrieval and analysis of information about food nutrition, food efficacy, and relationships
between food, symptoms, and crowds. The system can provide users with knowledge retrieval,
analysis, and food recommendation functions based on the knowledge graph.

The most important function of this system is semantic retrieval, which aims to solve the user’s
questions from multiple dimensions. The user can search for entities of five concepts: food material,
dish, nutritional element, symptom, and crowd. The system can return not only corresponding
entity attribute values, but also other entities related to them in the knowledge graph. By using this
multiconcept semantic retrieval system, users no longer need to spend time and energy retrieving
multiple concepts from different data sources and combining information in their minds. One instance
of the retrieval function is shown in Figure 6: the user searched “hypertension”, and the system
returned all entities of the five concepts related to hypertension based on the knowledge graph (this
instance shows the page of related food materials). All entities of foods related to hypertension were
shown in the list and their relationships with hypertension, including “good_for” and “bad_for”,
were also shown to help users filter the information.

In addition, another function of this system is to make personal food recommendations for
users. When first using this system, users fill in some questionnaires and upload photos of their
tongue [12]. Based on the questionnaires, the system can consider the user’s conditions and make
personal recommendations. The details of the questionnaires are as follows:

1. Basic information questionnaire, including gender, age, height, weight, job category and lifestyle,
chronic case history, etc.

2. Physical condition questionnaire, including questions about whether users have symptoms,
which aims to analyze their physical condition categories based on yin and yang theory in TCM.

3. Tongue photo, which is also for analysis of the user’s physical condition.
4. Recent discomfort symptoms, such as eye fatigue, colds, etc.
5. Dietary preferences: foods and tastes that the user likes or dislikes.
6. Date and location.
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Figure 6. Interface of sematic retrieval system.

As shown in Figure 7, the system extracts information that is helpful to make personal
recommendations. Specifically, it includes foods the user prefers (including names and categories of
food or dishes), the province where the user is located, the current date, the user’s physical condition,
the living state (including work, whether the person is pregnant, etc.), basic information (including age,
gender, weight, height), the disease and discomfort, and so on. After that, the information is linked to
corresponding entities in the knowledge graph based on some matching rules. Finally, the related food
in the knowledge graph can be returned by the system.
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4. Results

This paper first evaluated the quality of the knowledge graph based on the precision, recall,
and F1-measure of automatic entity and relationship extraction. Then, through the user evaluation
questionnaire, this paper analyzed whether the system based on the knowledge graph can provide
users with healthy diet information retrieval and help them search for and learn about diet and health
more efficiently and comprehensively.

4.1. Evaluation of Knowledge Graph

The precision and recall values of automatic concept extraction and relationship recognition in
the knowledge graph can be seen in Table 2. In the evaluation of concept extraction, 5000 sentences in
the data sources were randomly selected. Then, the entities of related concepts in these sentences were
tagged manually by a TCM specialist. The conditional random field (CRF) algorithm was used in this
work, where 4000 sentences were used for training, and 1000 for testing. After that, the results of the
method’s application to 1000 sentences were compared with those manually tagged by a specialist.
Finally, the precision, recall, and F1 values were calculated. For entities of the “symptom” concept,
the F1 value was 88.89%, and for “crowd” it was 88.24%.

For the evaluation of relationship recognition, this paper mainly evaluated the most important
relationships, including “Food material–good_for–Crowd”, “Food material–bad_for–Crowd”, “Food
material–good_for–Symptom”, “Food material–bad_for–Symptom”, “Food material–same–Food
material”, and “Food material–related–Food material”. The relationship recognition can be divided
into two tasks, one is to classify the “good_for” or “bad_for” relationships between “food material”
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and “symptom” or “crowd. Another is to classify “same”, “related”, or “different” relationships
between two “food material” entities. The former also used the 5000 sentences, in which the entities
and relationships between entities were tagged manually. Four thousand sentences were used for
training the machine classifier and 1000 for testing. In this task, algorithms including support vector
machine (SVM), naive Bayes (NB), bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM), and K nearest
neighbor (KNN) were used as the classifier, and their precision and recall scores were compared to
each other. For the latter, this work randomly selected 500 food material entity pairs from the data
set and manually labeled them (same entity, related entity, or different entity). Then, some features
of the food material were selected to be the input of the classifier, such as name, alias, taste, category,
and description. The results of three algorithms (i.e., SVM, NB, KNN) were also compared. This task
did not use BiLSTM because it has a higher time complexity than other algorithms and needs a long
training time, and is more suitable for large-scale data.

It can be seen from Table 2 that though the knowledge graph was semi-automatically constructed
by automated machine learning algorithms, the precision and recall of the best algorithm results
for each task of concept extraction and relationship recognition were all above 85%. Among them,
the scores for concept extraction were 88.89% and 88.24%. The best result (SVM and BiLSTM) of
“good_for” and “bad_for” relationship classification was 99%, and the best result (SVM) of “related”
relationship and “same” relationship was 86%. This verifies that the knowledge graph had high quality.
SVM is always considered as a good method in text classification, and had the highest score both in
“good_for” or “bad_for” relationship classification and in “related” or “same” relationship classification.
Because it can compress a big data set to a support vector set and learns the classification decision
function, it solves the problem of the need for a large number of samples. It only needs to translate
a certain amount of text data into vectorized data, which improves the accuracy of classification.
The BiLSTM also had a good performance for processing text data, because it is suitable for time
series data and each sentence in natural language can be seen as a sequence that is a combination
of characters. In addition, the LSTM model solves the vanishing gradient problem in the traditional
RNN model, which has made it a widely used model in natural language processing (NLP). However,
LSTM has a higher time complexity than other traditional machine learning algorithms and it is more
suitable for large-scale data. After comparing with the results of these algorithms, this work finally
chose SVM to do relationship recognition task.

Table 2. Evaluation of knowledge graph (precision, recall, and F1-measure of concept extraction and
relationship recognition). CRF: conditional random field; KNN: K nearest neighbor; LSTM: long
short-term memory; NB: naïve Bayes; SVM: support vector machine.

Operation Concept or Property Algorithm Precision Recall F1-Measure

Concept
Extraction

Symptom CRF 92.00% 85.98% 88.89%

Crowd CRF 88.66% 85.03% 88.24%

Relationship
Recognition

good_for/bad_for

SVM 99.00% 99.00% 99.00%
NB 91.00% 87.00% 88.00%

LSTM 99.00% 99.00% 99.00%
KNN 96.00% 96.00% 96.00%

related/same/different
NB 91.00% 90.00% 86.00%

KNN 72.00% 81.00% 76.00%
SVM 92.00% 90.00% 86.00%

4.2. System Evaluation Questionnaire

In order to answer whether the system can help users retrieve and learn information about healthy
diet more quickly, efficiently, and comprehensively, this paper selected 90 subjects in the experiment to
use the system for 30 days and acquired their retrieval and learning experience, their evaluations of
the system, and their changes before and after the experiment. Before the experiment, the participants
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were asked to fill out a questionnaire about their background, dietary health awareness, knowledge,
behaviors, and attitudes about and understanding of TCM. During the 30 days of the experiment,
they used the system for information retrieval and food recommendations to obtain dietary knowledge.
After the experiment, a questionnaire survey and further interviews were designed for all participants.
The questions can be seen in Table 3, questions 1–7 were designed to capture the impact of the system
on users’ retrieval and learning, which was the most important part of this work, including whether
they acquired new knowledge, the efficiency and quality of retrieving and learning knowledge, etc.
Questions 8–12 were designed to capture the changes of participants’ dietary behavior. Questions
13–16 represented their overall evaluation of the system. Among these, Questions 6, 7, 12, 15, and 16
were subjective questions, and the others were objective questions. For objective questions, answers
could be chosen on a scale of −1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1, with positive points representing a positive attitude
and negative points a negative attitude. The greater the absolute value, the stronger the attitude.

Table 3. Experimental questionnaire survey.

Type of Questions Questions

Knowledge Promotion

1. Did you learn new knowledge about healthy diet by using this system?
2. Compared with your previous learning approaches, did the system
provide you with richer and broader healthy diet knowledge?
3. Compared with your previous learning approaches, did the system
improve your retrieval and learning efficiency?
4. Compared with your previous learning approaches, did you have more
interest in retrieving and learning healthy diet knowledge?
5. Did the functions and platform display of the system help you retrieve
and understand knowledge?
6. What other information and knowledge do you think can be added to the
knowledge base?
7. What advantages and disadvantages does the system have in searching
and learning?

Behavior Promotion

8. Compared with before, can you overcome certain junk food temptations?
9. Compared with before, do you have the ability to choose healthier foods?
10. Do you think your diet has become healthier than before?
11. Are you more likely to stick to healthy eating habits than before?
12. What are the changes in your eating or health behaviors?

Overview of the System

13. Would you like to continue to use the system?
14. Is the function of this system advanced and reasonable?
15. What are the advantages or disadvantages of this system?
16. Do you have any comments or suggestions on this system?

The average scores of the subjects on the objective questions are shown in Figure 8. The score
values of all questions in all dimensions were positive, which indicated that the subjects had positive
attitudes about the whole work. In addition, the participants were classified based on their healthy diet
awareness according to the background survey: strong health awareness (at almost every meal they
thought about dietary health), general health awareness (sometimes thought about dietary health),
and weak health awareness (almost never thought about dietary health). There was little difference
in the scores of different groups. Relatively, participants with strong health awareness had higher
evaluation scores, which may be because they used the system more frequently and learned more
knowledge and persisted with a healthy diet for a longer time. Therefore, it is very important to
cultivate people’s health awareness. Besides, it was also shown that participants who trusted TCM
had better evaluations of this system.
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For knowledge promotion (Questions 1–7), all the questions got a more positive answer from
subjects, especially Question 1. For Question 2, two thirds of the participants gave a very positive
answer, while others were uncertain about whether the diet knowledge in this work is richer and
broader than other platforms. Questions 3 and 5 showed that the system improved subjects’ retrieval
and learning efficiency and knowledge scope by integrating data from multiple data sources and
semantic retrieval. In addition, by using the system, the subjects’ interest in learning also increased
(Question 4). However, this depended greatly on service time and whether they could persist with a
healthy diet, because some of the interest derived from their curiosity about the system and sense of
accomplishment at persisting with a healthy diet.

In terms of behavior promotion, the positive impact was limited (Questions 8–12). The lower
scores of Question 8, Question 10, and Question 11 showed that determining how to help users persist
in healthy eating habits is still a problem. However, many subjects still believed that their diet had
become healthier than before. Although many of them could not persist in healthy eating, they still
chose some healthy foods more or less, or avoided some foods that were bad for them. Many of the
subjects mentioned that the types of food they consumed increased while using the system, especially
some foods they did not like before. Sixty-three percent of the participants reduced the consumption
of meat products and junk food (e.g., barbecue, fried chicken, sweet drinks, unhealthy snacks, salted
products, etc.). Additionally, 51% of participants increased their consumption of vegetables, fruits,
and cereals.

Finally, the subjects’ attitudes toward the overall system were analyzed (Questions 13–16).
Most subjects expressed satisfaction and were willing to continue using the system. Only six participants
mentioned that they did not want to continue using the system. In addition, participants made many
comments and suggestions on the system level. One of the problems was that there is not currently
enough knowledge, so some symptoms could not be searched and the descriptions of some entities
were too brief. Another problem was that the concepts could be expanded. At the application level,
many participants hoped that more interesting applications and a better interface could be provided.

5. Discussion

In all three evaluated aspects (i.e., knowledge, behavior, and system evaluation), this work
was rated positively by participants. Subjects gained knowledge from this system, reduced their
consumption of junk food, and increased their consumption of green foods. The best ratings were
given in terms of knowledge promotion, especially in Question 1. The overview of the whole system
was also very well reviewed, and users gave some suggestions, which can be seen as the guidance of
future work. However, in terms of behavior promotion, the positive evaluation was limited. The lower
scores of Questions 8, 10, and 11 show that some problems should be solved in healthy diet promotion.
More discussions can be seen as follows.
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In terms of knowledge promotion, some advantages are analyzed through users’ answers, which is
also the innovation and contribution of the work. First, the results of interviews showed that all
subjects gained new health knowledge through this system, because the knowledge graph collated
food knowledge from multiple data sources containing multiple concepts, such as nutrition, symptoms,
and crowds, and involved multidimensional knowledge including nutrition, TCM, food categories,
and cooking methods. So, even a person with a good understanding of one aspect of health knowledge
could learn other aspects from this system. This can explain that why Question 1 received a very
positive score. Second, many of the participants determined that the knowledge graph in this work
has more clear relationships between concepts, which can search and browse directly, while these
relationships in other platform may be hidden in the description. This conveys the excellent knowledge
integration and management capacity of the knowledge graph: it can integrate other data sources
and store, manage, and represent data with a graph structure. Compared with other schemas, it can
show knowledge more comprehensively, especially the relationships between knowledge nodes.
In addition, the storage structure of the graph can also support faster response speed. These are also
the reasons that why the system improved subjects’ retrieval and learning efficiency, as shown in
their responses to Questions 3 and 5. As one participant who gave a high evaluation of this work
mentioned: “One of the advantages of this system is that the relationships between the entities are very
clear and comprehensive. For example, in the past, if I wanted to search for foods that are good for a
certain symptom, I needed to search for many websites, because there were many different results
on each website, which need to be combined to get a comprehensive understanding. Besides, if I
want to search for nutrition and food information, I need to go to a special food nutrition website,
and if I want to search for symptoms and diseases and food information, I need to go to the medical
website. This work can integrate these retrievals”. Finally, different from professional knowledge
bases [32–34], the knowledge graph built in this paper extracted colloquial terms, which are suitable
for non-professionals to search and learn. Besides, Chinese food culture can attract users in this
cultural circle. Several subjects who were interested in TCM said: “It was difficult to understand
the descriptions of foods and curative effect in professional TCM platform, because they are too
professional, and many data sources even use ancient Chinese language directly. This system uses
network diagrams to represent relationships and shows food attributes in plain language, which is
very suitable for amateurs to search”.

Some problems can also be extracted from the questionnaire. One is that compared with some
existing healthcare knowledge bases [37,38], the information integrated in this work is not very
complete, so some symptoms could not be searched and the descriptions of some entities were too
brief. This is why Question 2 did not have a high score—some users were uncertain that the diet
knowledge in this work is richer and broader than other platforms. One of the reasons is that the
available structured data sources of healthy diet in Chinese is much less than in English. So, this paper
designed data processing methods to extract knowledge from natural language sentences, which allows
a knowledge graph to be built from more open internet data sources. This is the advantage of this
paper. Meanwhile, in the current version of the system, some data sources (e.g., existing medical
knowledge bases, professional scientific papers, and online encyclopedia data) were neglected and will
be added to the knowledge graph in future. Another problem is about the learning interest of users in
Question 4. With the passage of time of using the system, the interest of participants decreased to a
great extent, which means that the system needs to constantly launch new functions to maintain their
interest. It is also one of the reasons that why behavior promotion questions got less-positive attitudes.

In terms of behavior promotion, the system can promote users’ health behavior in a way by
providing them with access to diet knowledge to change their diet decisions. “Because of my
frequent eye strain, this system recommended carrots to me. In the beginning, I ignored this reminder
because I didn’t like to eat vegetables, but now I decided to try to eat it and change my diet habit”.
Another subject said: “It troubles me a lot that every day I need to think about what to eat for every
meal. So I always eat the same kind of food for a long time. This system recommended me many
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different dishes”. Additionally, 63% of the participants who had a dietary habit that was high in sugar,
salt, and fat had an obvious change in their dietary structure, and 51% of participants increased their
consumption of vegetables, fruits, and cereals. This showed that this system is helpful for promoting a
balanced diet and reducing the consumption of meat products and junk food. Those who had a strong
desire to lose weight were more likely to change and keep a balanced diet, and people without this
goal showed less changes.

After learning some knowledge about healthy diet, many subjects very actively reduced their
unhealthy food consumption, such as barbecue, fried chicken, and high-sugar drinks. However,
how long this persists remains a question, which is why Questions 8, 10, and 11 got lower scores.
One third of participants had little or no confidence that they would persist in a healthy diet for a long
time. The reasons why they could not were many and varied, including dietary bias, complicated
cooking methods, busy work, convenient take-out, fast food, and so on. In addition, situations such as
personality, health awareness, economic conditions, family influence, and physical health also affected
whether people could persist in a healthy diet. Due to the complex factors, it is difficult to completely
change bad eating habits and promote a healthy diet only by using this system. Besides, whether
users can develop healthy diet habits also requires longer observation. Now, some other works had a
beneficial effect on healthy behavior intervention [27–31]. Elements of gamification, social networks,
and participation of experts or teachers were added to these systems to keep users on a healthy diet.
In future work, a research prospect is to combine the knowledge management method in this work
with these intervention methods to get better behavior promotion.

Finally, for the overview of the whole system, only six subjects did not want to use this system.
The mainly reasons included a lack of interest, difficulty in persisting, and life attitude. One participant
said that she did not like to plan too carefully for her daily diet and she just want to do it according to
her own habits. Another subject said that it is hard to insist on eating foods she does not like, even if
they were recommended by the system. In addition, through Questions 15 and 16, some suggestions
were extracted that can guide future work. Firstly, future work will integrate more data sources and
extract more entities and relationships to improve the knowledge graph. Secondly, we will refine
the definition of the data schema and expand the types of concepts and relationships. For example,
it is hoped that the food recommendation function will consider other factors such as season, climate,
geographical location, body parts, religious culture, exercise, and so on. Finally, at the application level,
many participants hoped that more interesting applications and a better interface could be provided.
At present, although this system can enable users to quickly search for some information, how to
realize their sustainable learning, and make them insist on a healthy diet is still an important question.

The limitations of this work should be discussed. On the cultural level, in this work, a portion of
knowledge is based on Chinese diet culture and TCM theory, which is inconvenient for people who
are not in this cultural circle or distrust TCM to learn and understand. Additionally, TCM theory also
has limitations in healthcare. There are many other different dietary cultures and healthcare theories
in the world. In the future, this work will conduct more investigations about different healthy dietary
cultures and design a multicultural diet knowledge graph model.

6. Conclusions

This paper designed data schema, integrated data from multiple data sources, and built a healthy
diet knowledge graph with the concepts food material, dish, nutritional element, symptom, crowd,
and TCM culture in China, showing a whole dietary health knowledge system by linking these concepts
with multiple relationships. Then, as an approach to national healthy eating education, this work an
implemented a semantic retrieval and recommendation application based on the knowledge graph to
provide knowledge to users. The questionnaires and preliminary interview results showed that most
people had positive comments on the three dimensions of knowledge promotion, behavior promotion,
and system overview. This study helped users to improve their efficiency of information acquisition
and scope of knowledge learning and promoted healthy diet behavior to some extent.
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This work helps users to accelerate their retrieval and learning of healthy diet knowledge and to
understand knowledge more comprehensively based on the knowledge graph. Firstly, the concepts
from various fields give users a comprehensive view. Secondly, the network can show clear knowledge
relationships. Thirdly, more accessible information on TCM theory is provided for amateur users.
Finally, the storage and the knowledge representation of the knowledge graph make users retrieve
and learn more quickly and efficiently. This paper contributes to healthcare and national sustainable
development through the popularization of healthy diet knowledge. This education can help people
to gain knowledge and keep a balanced diet to prevent disease, which lays a foundation against the
negative influence of the environment from the dramatic increase of meat and junk food consumption,
and can help to reduce the healthcare and socioeconomic costs incurred from diseases that are caused
by unhealthy dietary structure.

The limitations of the work are as follows. Firstly, at the knowledge graph level, the data integrated in
the data base are limited. More data of different types and sources should be integrated, and the concepts
and relationships should be expanded and given continued improvement. Secondly, more solutions to
how to keep users on a healthy diet are needed, based both on new technologies and on other methods
of healthy education and behavior promotion. In addition, at the cultural level, the main portion of
knowledge is based on Chinese diet culture and TCM theory, which makes it difficult for people who
are not in this cultural circle or who distrust TCM to use the system for learning.

Future work includes, firstly, improving the schema and sources of the data in the knowledge
graph, including adding the concepts of season, location, exercise, mentality, and so on; mining
more relationships between food and these concepts; and integrating more data sources, including
professional books and encyclopedias, to provide users with more abundant knowledge. Particularly,
more relationships between environment and food should be added to the knowledge graph.
For example, the greenhouse gas emissions of each food product could be added to remind users of the
environmental impacts of their consumption. Second, this work will develop more knowledge-based
applications and conduct in-depth analysis of the reasons why users cannot adhere to a healthy
diet. The design of the functions will focus on cultivating users’ interests and goals by not only
focusing on knowledge acquisition, but also on promoting healthy diet behavior. Finally, at present,
the knowledge graph and system functions include Chinese food and dietary culture, and in future
versions, more dietary cultures from around the world will be included.
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